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People led planning for Barrie’s older neighbourhoods

On target

Results from community workshops

HNS Strategy & Action
Plan

Nine visionary themes
Two HNS Neighbourhood Workshops were
held February 17 at the Southshore Centre and
February 20 at the MacLaren Art Centre. At the
workshops residents were asked to explore their
visions for the historic neighbourhoods and
to share their thoughts about how to improve
the liveability of this area as the inevitable
future growth occurs. These events were part
of the second phase of public outreach in the
development of the HNS.

It seems appropriate that
as we turn from the inward
perspective of winter to the
activity of spring the Historic
Neighbourhood Strategy (HNS)
process has collected the
dreams and aspirations of the
residents of the historic neighbourhoods and is now
turning to drafting the strategy and action plan.

Approximately 100 people took part in the
workshops and based on the lively discussions the
following nine themes emerged:

I was incredibly impressed with the insights and
vision we received through the two community
workshops and the second survey. This provides a
solid foundation as we begin drafting the HNS.

My neighbourhood…

Residents of the historic neighbourhoods have
never been asked to formulate a vision for their
neighbourhoods. Growth is anticipated and as the
demographic profile of our communities change
we have to be prepared to meet new challenges.
While there are a number of issues that transcend
neighbourhood boundaries, such as the quality of
sidewalks, roads, bicycle paths and green space,
each of the historic neighbourhoods is unique. Each
community clearly wants to protect and enhance its
distinguishing characteristics as well as remedy local
issues.

• Celebrates its historical uniqueness
• Has a strong sense of community and
embraces diversity
• Is a safe place to live and work
• Adheres to unique urban design standards
• Balances the size and density of dwellings
• Is beautiful to look at and easy to get around
• Is accessible to and has a view of Kempenfelt
Bay
• Has a good mix of services and amenities
• Is a place where residents communicate
effectively with each other and city hall

Stay tuned for the draft strategy, which should be
available on the HNS website around the end of April
or early May. The Community Committee will be
presenting the strategy and action plan in an open
house and I hope to see you there. In the meantime,
please keep visiting our website and facebook site for
continued updates on our progress.

These themes will form the basis for setting the
vision for each of the historic neighbourhoods.
Go to www.hns.barrie.ca for the complete set of
workshop notes.

Jeff Lehman, Committee Chair

Some photos from the workshops are on page 2...
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HNS Neighbourhood Workshops



Active participation

Strong input from second online survey
The second HNS survey was online for most of February. Its objective was to solicit opinions about what
is important to conserve, to enhance or to change as development and intensification occurs. Almost 200
surveys were completed and the number of detailed comments was impressive.
When asked to define a vision for their neighbourhoods, this is what a few respondents wrote:
“Queen’s Park is an historic and interesting neighbourhood. It is made up of buildings from humble to grand,
old to modern, ordinary to odd, and with a population equally varied and interesting.
Its streetscapes are friendly and with the exception of a few unfortunate intrusions,
remarkably harmonious. This character needs to be supported and developed and
used as a guide for the future. The streets and sidewalks are in need of upgrade. Tree
planting is needed along the streets as old trees reach the end of their lives. Queen’s
Park is in desperate shape and must have a coherent plan
developed and carried out. The city needs to take seriously
the character of its neighbourhoods and ensure planning
and zoning respect their attributes.”
“My neighbourhood will be one of well-kept homes and gardens mixed with low and
medium density buildings in an older area of mature trees and parks. This will make
for a pleasant neighbourhood to live in where residents can walk to the centre of the
city (Five Points), shop downtown, walk to the beach, make use of the walking and biking
trails, skate at the centre, make use of the public library etc. This will be one of the nicest
areas in town.”
“A dynamic neighbourhood that is enjoyed by residents of the area, citizens of Barrie and
tourists. A neighbourhood that offers amenities such as parks, trails and public spaces
along with grocers, pharmacies etc. It also provides unique shops, restaurants and cafes
as the downtown core. This neighbourhood boasts clean and safe streets and a sense of
community is evident. Cultural experiences are readily available for all from theatre, art
galleries to family festivals and outdoor music. The water front parks are the jewel in the
crown and sought after by all because they are well maintained and the water is clean
and can be used for swimming. This neighbourhood features mixed use developments,
opportunities for active transportation, and great public spaces. We embrace all people
have social services available along with the retail and office uses in the area. The
downtown core will be a place where people desire to live, work and play due to all of the great features it can
boast about.”
“I envision Queen’s Park to be an ideal place to live in Barrie. This would require the downtown and
surrounding areas to be the primary destination for daytime and night-time activities, entertainment
and shopping in Barrie. I envision Queen’s Park to be an ideal starting point for walking or bicycling to
the downtown and surrounding neighbourhoods, where a car-free lifestyle is completely realistic and
even encouraged, and where there is a strong feeling of connectedness to the life and culture of the city,
comparable to living in downtown Toronto. I envision the Barrie of the future to make it possible to live a rich
and fulfilling life without ever needing to go outside the centre of Barrie, where all services and amenities are
provided within the core, eliminating the need to go to the northern- or southern-most regions of Barrie.”
continued on Page 4...



“I feel it is not only important as a community to come together to ensure our
historical neighbourhoods are protected, but individually as owners. Without
a sense of pride shared by residents, neighbourhood improvements made on
a municipal scale are not as effective. Injecting a sense of pride and a feeling
of community among as many residents as possible will not only support
rejuvenation, but will ensure its longevity. Surveys and workshops are certainly
a step in the right direction in engaging our community members. This is part
of the reason I, as a young home owner, wanted to situate myself in a historical
neighbourhood. I love the feel and the character of an older community and hope that Barrie will become
better at protecting and cultivating our heritage.”
“Our vision for Old Allandale is to bring back a sense of neighbourhood; a place where we can work, shop
and enjoy the community waterfront. We would like a small town or village atmosphere re-established, this
would include a grocery store, pharmacy, small businesses with living accommodations for the shop owners or
condos to purchase or rent, with places where tourists could shop as well as the residents. We need to beautify
the “entrance way” from the 400 to the waterfront and to deal with the congestion during peak times. The
financial assistance to bring older buildings to a more energy efficient level as
well as restoration of the façade should be continued. Finally, regarding the
restoration of the Allandale Train Station, we are disappointed the YMCA is no
longer in a position to be part of this plan. It is important that we celebrate the
history of this building and the residences of Allandale while supporting the future
endeavours of small businesses, tourism and efforts to sustain Kempenfelt Bay
and the parkland.”
“Ours is a dynamic neighbourhood that is enjoyed by residents of the area,
citizens of Barrie and tourists. It is a neighbourhood that offers amenities such as parks, trails and public
spaces along with grocers, pharmacies, etc. It also provides unique shops, restaurants and cafes in the
downtown core. This neighbourhood boasts clean and safe streets and a sense of community is evident.
Cultural experiences are readily available for all, from theatre and art galleries to family festivals and
outdoor music. The waterfront parks are the jewel in the crown and sought after by all because they are
well maintained and the water is clean and can be used
for swimming. This neighbourhood features mixed-use
Questions or Comments?
developments, opportunities for active transportation, and great
Stacey Forfar
public spaces. We embrace all people and have social services
Project Planner
available along with the retail and office uses in the area. The
City of Barrie
downtown core will be a place where people desire to live, work
Tel: 705-739-4220 x4434
and play due to all of the great features it can boast about.”
Email: sforfar@barrie.ca
For the complete list of comments, please go
www.hns.barrie.ca and download the results for
HNS Survey #2.
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Join the discussion on Facebook. Upload photos and
videos. RSVP to events. We’d love to hear from you!

